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The second-order correlation function for light scattered in a pure liquid is calculated theoretically. It is shown that this function
is related to the probability distribution function for a three-molecule configuration. An algorithm for setting up the threeparticle function on the basis of experimental data on the measurement of second order coherency is found.

To

describe the internal structure of a liquid it is necessary to know the probability distribution functions of
different numbers of molecules. The two-particle distribution function can be determined experimentally
from the angular distribution of the intensity of light
scattered in the liquid. To determine experimentally
other distribution functions, it is necessary to measure
higher correlation characteristics of the scattered light.
To determine the three-particle distribution function it
is necessary, as shown below, to measure the secondorder spatial coherence and the scattered light.
Unlike the first-order coherence, the second-order
coherence can differ from zero also when the scattering object is uniformly polarized. We therefore express
the polarization of the medium in the form

G<" {K} =

JG<'>{R}exp{- i(x,r, + x,r,

+ x,r, + x,r,) }dr, dr, dr, dr,,
c<•>(R} = <n(r,)n(r,)n(r,)n(r,)).

The angle brackets denote here averaging over the ensemble of the scattering centers, and we have introduced
the following arbitrary notation for the sets of variables:
{R} = (r., r,, rs, r,),

At each given molecule configuration, the density of
the number of particles at the point rk is
K

·-·

where a is the average polarizability of one molecule,
/5' the amplitude of the effective field in the medium, and
n(r) the density of the number of molecules in the medium. We shall assume the volume V of the scattering
medium to be large enough to permit the function n(r)
to be represented by a Fourier integral, i.e.,
dq
Sn(q)e'•·-(2n)' '

n(q) =

Jn(r)e-'•' dr.

The electric field intensity of the scattered light at a
point r remote from the scattering region is then equal
to[ 1 J
e-ikr

E(r) = u0k'--sin8n(q),
r

N

n(r•) = E6(r,- x,) = E

P(r, t) = a.Jfn(r)exp{i (k 0 r - wot)}.

n(r) =

{K} = (x., x,, x,, x,).

(1)

where k = lkl = lk0 l = w 0 /c, the vector k is directed
towards the observation point, e is the angle between
the direction of the polarization of the light and the vector k, and q = k - k 0 • Light scattering is usually investigated near the critical point of a phase transition,
where it is particularly strong. In this region it is possible to disregard with assurance the fluctuations of the
liquid temperature and the scattered-light depolarization associated with these fluctuations.
With the aid of (1) we construct the second-order correlation function for the scattered light:

6.'.

1=1

Then, as can be readily seen,
N

c<•>(R} = J E

/J,'IJ;'IJ.'6,'WN(x,, .. ' ,xN)dx, ' .. dxN,

where WN is the Gibbs distribution function of the total
number of molecules in the medium. From the sum
under the integral sign we can separate four groups of
terms. In the first group, all the numbers out of the
quartet (i, j, k, l) coincide, in the second they assume
only two different values, in the third three, and in the
fourth they are all different. We denote the integrals of
the sums of these groups by G 1<2> , G2<2> , G3<2> , and a<2>
4 ,
respectively.
Following Bogolyubov, we introduce a sequence of
normalized s-particle distribution functions
W,(X., ... ,X,)=

v• JwN(X,,, .. ,XN)dX,+I•••dXN,

Then we obtain after straightforward but rather cumbersome manipulations, taking into account the identity of
the molecules (c5ii = c5(ri- rj))
G,<•l {R} =

c;•> {R} =

~ IJ"6"6"w, (r,),

w,(r)= 1,

+ w,(r,,r,) (IJ"IJ" + 6"6")+ w,(r,,r,)6"6"],
exp{- i(k,r,- k,r 2 + k,r,- k,r,)}
r1r2r3r. .

G3<•> {R} =

sin 8, sin 82 sin 8, sin 8,,

(2).

(4.1)

N(NV-:-i) [w,(r, r,) (IJ"IJ" + IJ"IJ" + 6"6" + IJ"IJ")

f<"{R} =<E(r,)E'(r,)E(r,)W(r,))=u'@'k'G<'>(q,, -q,, q,, -q,)
X

(3)

N(N -1)(N2) [w 3 (r 1, r z, r)
(6"
v3
3

(4.2)

+ 6" + IJ")

+ w,(r,, r,, r,) (IJ" + 632 + IJ") + w,(r,, r,. r,) (6" + 6" + 6")

where

+ w, (r,, r,, r,) ( 6 12 + 6" + 6")],
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(4.3)
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N(N -1) (N- 2) (N -3)

c2>

G, {R} =

V'

G,<•> (q,, q,) = N,

(4.4)

w, (r., r,, r,, r,).
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G,", (q,,q,)= N(N-1)
V
[2f,(q,)+2f,(q,)+f,(q,+q, ) +f,(q,-q,)+ V] ,

To find the correlation function (2) of the scattered
light it is necessary to calculate the Fourier transform
a< 21 {K} of the function a< 21 {R}. Let us prove first one
simple property of the Fourier transform of the function Ws· Since Ws does not depend on the location of the
group of s molecules inside the homogeneous liquid, it
follows that
w,(r,, r,, ... , r,) .;,./,(A,, A,, ... , A,),

where Ai

=ri -

J

r 1 and i

=2,

3, ... , s. Consequently,

w,(x, ... ,x,)= f,(A,, ... ,A,)exp{-i(Kr,+x,A,
... + x,A,) }dr, dA,, ... , d'li, = II(K)f,(x,, ... , x,),

(5)

where K = IC 1 + IC 2 + ••• + ICs. Thus, by virtue of the
translational symmetry of the distribution function, its
Fourier transform, and hence also the function a< 21 {K},
differs from zero only when K =0. For formula (2) this
condition denotes q 1 - q 2 + q 3 - q 4 =0, or, which is the
same, k 1 - k 2 + k 3 - k 4 = 0. The latter is evidently satisfied automatically for the correlation function of the
intensities of the scattered light:
r<•>(r,, r,) = <IE(r,) I'IE(r,) I'>·

<ZJ

G, {K}=2

V'

1

6(K)[f,(x.,x,)+f,(x.,x,)+f• x,,,.,

)

(6.3)

+ f,(x,,x,)+ f,(x,.x,)+ f,(x,x,)]•
N(N -1) (N- 2) (N -3)
G, {K}=
V'
6(K)f,(x,,x,,x,).
c21

(6.4)

We consider next the particular case IC 1 =-1( 2 =q 1
and IC3 = -tC 4 = q 2, corresponding to the correlation of
the intensities at two points of the scattered-light field.
We see that in this case functions of the type f 2 (q = 0),
f 3 (q, - q), and f 4 (-q 10 q 2 , - q 2 ) appear in formulas (6).
As can be readily seen, it follows directly from the
definition (3) that
6(K)f,(O) =
O(K)f,(q,- q) =
= ~

Jw,(r,, r,)dr, dr, =

V',

Jw,(r., r,, r,) e-••c•,-•,> dr, dr,dr,

Jw,(r,, r,)e-•w,-•,> dr, dr, =

(7 .1)
(7 .2)

V'f,(q).

In addition, Prigogine's bookr 21 contains the proof of a
theorem concerning the factoring of the Fourier transform of a four-particle distribution function:
w,(q., -q,, q,, -q,) = w,(q,, -q,)w,(q,, -q,).
(8)
Therefore
6(K)j.(-q., q,, -q,) = V'j,(q,)f,(q,).

)

We add the last formulas together, and retain in the
distribution function of each order only the maximum
degree of the unusually large number N. This is permissible, since the distribution functions of a small
(«N) number of molecules depends very little on N
(the canonical and grand canonical ensembles are
equivalent). Introducing the average particle-number
density n = N/V, we obtain
G<•> (q., q,) = V'[n' + 2n'(f,(q,) + f,(q,))
+n'f,(q,)f,(q,)] +4Vn'Re(fs(q., q,) +/a(q,, -<f,)).

( 9)

Munster rsJ cites the first-order autocorrelation function
for the density fluctuations:
G(!l(q, -q) = G<'>(q) = V[n+n'f,(q)],

Let us consider the difference D(q 10 q 2 )
- G( 11 (q1). a< 11 (qa). Obviously,

= G< 21 (q 1, q 2 )

D(q,; q,) = V'n'[f,(q,) + f,(q,) + sv-•t,<'> (q., q,)],

(6.2)
(

2Re(f,(q.,q,)+f,(q,,-q,)

+ V(f,(q,) + f,(q,))],
c•>
N(N-1) (N -2) (N -3)
G, (q,, q,) =
V'
f,(q,)f,(q,).

G,<•' {K}= N(N-1)
V'
6(K)[f,(x,)+f,(x,)+f,(x, l+ f, (x, )

N(N-1)(N-2)

[

sin'6
fC 0 (r) = a'ftJ'k'--GC 0 (q).
r

(6.1)

<•>

V'

which determines the distribution of the scattered-light
intensity

Using (5), we obtain by direct calculation the Fourier
transforms of expressions (4.1)-(4.4):

+ f,(x, + x,) + f,(x, + ~,) + f,(x, + x,)],

N(N-1)(N-2)

G, (q,,q,)=2

(7.3)

Using the obtained relations and recognizing that K =0
we have cS(K) = V, we rewrite formulas (6) in the form

(10)

where
.f," 1 (q., q,) =

Jf,(A., A,)cos q,A, cos q,A, dA, dA,

(11)

(vector cosine) is the Fourier transform of the threeparticle distribution function. Comparing (2), (10), and
the expression for r<u, we see that the function D(q1, q 2 )
can be determined experimentally from the formula
rc•> (r,, r,)- reo (r,) r(! 1 (r,) = a'ftJ'k'

sin' e. sin' e,
, ,
r1 r2

D(q,. q,).

Since the function f 2 (q) is known from measurements of
the angular distribution of the intensity of the static
light, formula (10) makes it possible to find the experimental values of the function f~c>(q 1 , q 2 ).
The next task is to invert the transformation defined
by formula (11 ). It can be solved by assuming (11) to be
an ordinary Fourier transform, but it is necessary for
this purpose to know the values of the function f~C>(q 10 q 3),
in the entire six-dimensional space of variation of the
arguments, i.e., to measure the scattering parameters
in the entire frequency range. Fortunately, the problem
can be simplified if it is noted that the function f 3 (4 1 , 4 2 )
is isotropic, and is therefore completely defined by only
three variables, for example the lengths of the vectors
A1 and A2 and the angle y between them. Then, as will
be shown below, its transform fiC>(q1, qz) is completely
determined by the lengths of the vectors q 1 and q 2 and
by the angle 1/J between them. Consequently, it can be
obtained from a scattering experiment at a single frequency. This greatly facilitates the experiment and the
reduction of its results.
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Let us introduce the angles Ju .9 2 , 'Pu and cp 2 , which
define the orientations of the vectors ~ 1 and ~ 2 in a
spherical coordinate system with a polar axis directed
along the vector q 1, and the angle f3 between the vectors
~ 2 and q 2 (see the figure). In terms of the variables
{ ~} = (~H ~ 2 • J1, .9 2 , cp 10 cp 2 ), we obviously have
(d~ 1d~ 2 )~ = ~~~~sin .9 1 sin .9 2 d~ 1 d~f!J 1dJ 2dcp 1dcp 2 •
Using the well known formulas of spherical trigonometry
cosy = cos it, cos

t},

llz

___\l--L-__
., q~

+ sin it, sin t}, cos (<p, - <pz),

cos p = cos 'I' cost}, + sin ljJ sin t}, cos (jlz,

we change over to the set of variables { t}
= {~ 1 , ~ 2 , J 1, J 2 , {3, y}. Then, after calculating the
Jacobian, we can rewrite the transform (11) in the form
f, (q,, q,, ljJ) =

J

To inverse this transformation, it is necessary to construct a delta-functional with the aid of its kernel. To
this end we use the well known relations
•

SJ,(kx)J,(k'x)xdx =

dJ., d"'., dtt, d!J, dy dpj, ( ,\,, 3 2, y) !'.,'"'./sin tt, sin tt, sin~ sin y

0

X cos ( q,!'i, cos itt) cos( q,L!, cos

p)[ (cos ~-cos (ljl- (} 2 ) ) (cos :1- cos (¢+it,))

X(cos tt,--: cos(y- l't,)) (cos l't,- cos(y + tt,)) ]-'h.

(12)

It is seen from the figure that at fixed y and .9 2 , the
inequalities y- .9 2 :s: .9 1 :s: y + .9 2 and 1/! - .9 2 :s: f3 :s: 1/! + .9 2

are satisfied. Taking this into account, we integrate
with respect to .9 1 and f3. We have
[(cos~-

•

SP,.(cos tt)P,•(cos it)sin it dtt =
0

In addition, in the space of functions that can be expanded only in even Legendre polynomials in the segment (0, 1r), the <5-functional is defined by the formula
- 4n+ 1

n=O

We then readily obtain

1U

The second integral with respect to J 1 is evaluated in
similar fashion, after which, to determine the kernel
of the sought integral transformation, it remains to
calculate the integral

~~J q, dq,

We note for this purpose that the integral
formula (21 ))

(l4 l,

Sec. 19.4,

.

a2 n ( q,, ljJ) =

Jcos (q,!!, cos ljJ cos it,) lo (q,!'i, sin ljJ sin it,)

(14)

(~) 'l•l,n+'l• (q,!'i,)P,n(cos ljl)

cos (q,!'i, cos 1j· cos tt,)/,(q,!'i, sinljl sin (} 2 )

in Legendre polynomials Pn (cos .9 2 ) on the segment
(0, 1T) (the odd coefficients are equal to zero), i.e.,
cos (q,!'!, cos ljJ cos 'it,) lo ( q,!'!, sin ljJ sin l't,)

~ 4n+1
l...l2-a,,(q,,ljl)P,,.(costt,).

Substituting this expansion in (13) and again using formula (14), we get
4 ~- 4n+1
1=-;:
-?-a,,.(q,.ljl)a,.,(q,,y).
n
-

Thus. (12) takes the final form

~ 4n+1
x l' "'.,!'! ,f,(!'i., !'i,,y) l...l-2-J,,.+'i> (q,!'!,)/,,+'1• (q,!'i,)P,,.(cos y)P,,(cos ljl).
n=O

, 4n+14m+1
X]zn+'f•(q,/'i,)Jzm+'f>(q,/'i, } -2- -2=

!'!:!'!, 6(1'1,- 1'1.')6(1'1,- /'i,')6(cosy- cosy').

l'!'i,!'i,f, ("'." !'!,, y) =

;

j q, dq, j q, dq, j sin ljJ dljl
0

0

0

(16)

q,!!,

determines the coefficients of the expansion of the function

=

sin ljJ dljJP,,(cos ljl)P,m(cos ¢)

Consequently, the sought inverse transform is

0

XP,n(cos it,)sin it, dtt, = (- 1)"

q, dq,

X P,n (cos y)Pzm(Cos y') lzn+% (q,!'!,)lzm+'i• (q,!'i/)

(13)

0

X lo ( q,/'iz sin ljJ sin tt,) cos (q,L'., cos 1j• cost},) sin l't, dtt,.

-J J.

m""'On=OO

4 •

=-;; J/, (q,!'i, sin y sin l't,)cos ( q,,},, cosy cos tt,)

2
- - 6 , , . •.
2n+ 1

~ - 2-P,,(cos ti)Pzn(cos tt') = 6(cos t } - cos tt').

cos (q,,},, co:;~) sin~ d~
cos(¢- l't,)) (cos~- cos(¢+ l't,))] •;,

2
= ---,-cos(q,!'i, cos tt 2) /0 (q,';, siuljl sin t},) ·

1

1
-6(k- k'),
k

Summarizing, we note once more that the fundamental functions of statistical mechanics of many-particle
systems, namely the correlation functions of the probability distributions, can be determined experimentally
from the correlation characteristics of radiation scattered by these systems. In the present paper we investigated only the second-order coherence of light scattered by density fluctuations, but the formalism can be
used without limitations for higher orders of coherence
of light, and also for other scattering mechanisms (for
example, scattering of light by anisotropy fluctuations
in liquids and crystals, scattering of neutrons in magnets, etc.). Hopefully, the experimental inve ntigations
in this direction will help explain the general structure
of many-particle distribution functions and determine
the accuracy of the approximations used in the theory.
In conclusion, the author is deeply grateful to G. V.
Skrotskil', under whose direction this work was performed, to S. I. Pekar, and to V. P. Olelnik for useful
advice and discussions.
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